MUNSON & MACNAMARA

Good Chalies at 5 cents per
Better Chalies at 61 4 cents per
Extra O Barie at 91 8 cents per
yod. all one-third less.

These goods were all bought under
value and remember we give you a bonus every
time we run.

The demand for Chalies and
flats has been most
extraordinary this
season, nothing like
it in our history. The
exclusive claims of the
brassworks has
drawn some of the
manufacturers, both in Europe and
America far beyond the point of
prudence in quantities. These
are a limit to the consumption of
such good goods and the
difficulty in the price. Here comes
an opportunity. We are not
ready that anybody must lose, but it
is to be made so we want to
bring our greatest buying power
into the row and make an
operation as big and so marked as
the past phenomenal buys of
you. The bargains are
Kerrville French Satin at
91.70 cents. You are to have a
moneysaving every time you can
get in. In the run of years it will
not be as a standard.

Another purchase of Chalies that,
that did not know of power
that they have today. Would you
see the styles are unprecedented.
This means a great deal to the
least round in the balance.

MUNSON & MACNAMARA.

THE FASHION

JUST RECEIVED

A New Lot of
Black and White Hats
In the Latest Novel Styles
STOCK COMPLETE.

THE FASHION

5,000 Dollars
Worth of March Ornaments

HAND MADE SHOES
In French Cash Colored, Kid-
guard and Red Satin.

AT $4.90
During the Month of May.

Our Regular Price on
These Goods is
$7.00.

SHOBER’S,
612 E. DOUGLAS AVE.

DEPARTMENT: ORNAMENT HATS

In the March for the

} Summer.

} Brooches.

} Hard Shells.

} Feathered Crowns.

} Feathered and

} Feathered Head-

} Pieces.

} Sails and

} Special Numbers.

MARKET OF HAT CROWN BUILDERS

OUR NEWEST CROWN

THE NORMANDY
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